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 1.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC18-02306 
CASE NAME: MECHANICS BANK VS. NEW LIFESTYLE DIET 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY MECHANICS BANK 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

The motion for summary judgment is denied. 

 

I. Background 
 

In 2010, plaintiff Mechanics Bank loaned defendant New Lifestyle Diet, f/k/a Online 

System Innovations, $150,000 in a line of credit.  The loan required defendant Hamilton Erridge, 

New Lifestyle’s president, and his wife to execute a personal guaranty.  The loan helped build 

the business, and New Lifestyle eventually paid it off. 

 

On July 29, 2014, the parties entered into a second agreement for a $50,000 revolving 

line of credit.  (Declaration of Bert Simons, Exh. A.)  As part of the packet of loan documents, 

Erridge executed a Commercial Guaranty, personally obligating himself to the debt and 

acknowledging that he read the document itself.   The debt went into default in 2018 after the 

company shut down. As of the date of this motion, it consists of $47,198.47 in principal, interest, 

and late fees.  (Id., ¶¶ 9-11.)  The Bank also requests attorney’s fees. 

 

The Bank brings two causes of action, the second against Erridge for breach of the 

personal guaranty.  Seeking summary judgment against Erridge, the Bank contends that the 

undisputed facts show he personally guaranteed the loan. 

   

II. Summary Judgment 
 

The Bank’s presentation of the underlying documents, including the signed guaranty and 

the calculations of amounts outstanding based on Bank records, are enough to meet its initial 

burden to show no triable issue of fact on the cause of action.  (Simons Decl., ¶¶ 9-11 and Exhs. 

A, B; see Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 851.) The question is whether 

Erridge’s evidence is sufficient to raise one. 

 

Erridge does not deny signing the personal guaranty but he claims it was inadvertent 

and the product of the Bank’s fraud.  Initially, Kevin Schwartz, the Bank’s Concord Branch 

Manager, approached Erridge to offer the 2014 line of credit.  Erridge expressed interest, but 

specifically told Schwarz he would not enter into any agreement making him personally liable for 

the debt.  Schwarz assured Erridge that the line of credit would only be for New Lifestyle and 

Erridge would not be personally liable and would not have to sign a personal guaranty.  (Erridge 

Decl., ¶ 5.)  The Bank did not require Erridge to provide any personal financial information, in 

contrast with the 2010 loan. (Id., ¶ 6.)   The guaranty itself – titled “Commercial Guaranty” – was 

included in a packet of documents the Bank presented for Erridge to sign.  (Id., at ¶ 7; see 

Complaint. Exh. D.)   
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Consent to a contract obtained by fraud or mistake is not real or free.  (Civ. Code 

§ 1567.)  Consent which is not free is not void, but may be rescinded.  (Civ. Code § 1566.)   

Parol evidence is admissible to prove fraud in the inducement.  (Code Civ. Proc. §1856, subd. 

(f); see Riverisland Cold Storage, Inc. v. Fresno-Madera Production Credit Assn. (2013) 55 

Cal.4th 1169, 1182 [parol evidence of bank vice president’s assurance of longer forbearance 

period than ultimately appeared in written contract is admissible to show fraud even where 

owners did not read contract], overruling Bank of America Nat. Trust & Sav. Assn. v. 

Pendergrass (1935) 4 Cal.2d 258.)  

 

Here, evidence of Schwarz’s assurance of no personal liability, combined with no 

request by the Bank for Erridge’s personal financial information, create a triable issue as to 

whether the parties intended a personal guaranty and whether its inclusion in the document 

package was either a mistake or the product of fraud.  Bert Simons, the Bank’s Vice President, 

cannot speak to the original intent since he was not employed by the Bank at the time.  And 

while there may have been business reasons for the Bank not requesting financial information – 

for example, the Bank may not require such information from the same borrower four years 

later, when that borrower repaid the last loan in full – the non-request circumstantially supports 

Erridge’s belief that he was not entering into a personal obligation.   

 

In reply, Mechanic’s Bank argues that Erridge cannot show reasonable reliance.  (See 

Engalla v. Kaiser Permanente Medical Group, Inc. (1997) 15 Cal.4th 951, 974.)  “‘Except in the 

rare case where the undisputed facts leave no room for a reasonable difference of opinion, the 

question of whether a plaintiff’s reliance is reasonable is a question of fact.’” (Beckwith v. Dahl 

(2012) 205 Cal.App.4th 1039, 1067, quoting Alliance Mortgage Co. v. Rothwell (1995) 10 

Cal.4th 1226, 1239.)  The evidence above demonstrates that this is not one of those rare cases.  

(Contrast Wilhelm v. Pray, Price, Williams & Russell (1986) 186 Cal.App.3d 1324, 1332 

[reliance on representation of opposing counsel not reasonable].) 

 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02656 
CASE NAME: COZZITORTO VS. AAA 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES, EXPENSES, & INCENTIVE AWARDS 
FILED BY NATHAN COZZITORTO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Granted. 

With respect to attorney fees, in Lafitte v. Robert Half International (2016) 1 Cal. 5th 480, 

503, the Supreme Court endorsed the use of a lodestar cross-check as a way to determine 

whether the percentage allocated is reasonable.  It stated:  “If the multiplier calculated by means 

of a lodestar cross-check is extraordinarily high or low, the trial court should consider whether 

the percentage used should be adjusted so as to bring the imputed multiplier within a justifiable 

range, but the court is not necessarily required to make such an adjustment.”  (Id., at 505.)  The 
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Court has reviewed the documentation submitted with the joint Edling/Biehl declaration, and the 

hours spent as well as the hourly rates are reasonable.  In this instance, the fee creates an 

implied multiplier of 0.116.  This qualifies as extraordinarily low, but counsel has not requested 

an increase in the fee.  Accordingly, the fee request is approved.  In addition, the costs set forth 

as an exhibit to the same declaration are reasonable.   

Each of the four plaintiffs requests a service award of $7,500.   Their declarations, 

attached as exhibits to the Edling/Biehl declaration, document extensive participation throughout 

the case.  The service awards are approved. 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-02656 
CASE NAME: COZZITORTO VS. AAA 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR FINAL APPROVAL OF SETTLEMENT 
FILED BY NATHAN COZZITORTO, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Motion granted. 

The primary determination to be made is whether the proposed settlement is “fair, 
reasonable, and adequate,” under Dunk v. Ford Motor Co. (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1794, 1801, 
including “the strength of plaintiffs’ case, the risk, expense, complexity and likely duration of 
further litigation, the risk of maintaining class action status through trial, the amount offered in 
settlement, the extent of discovery completed and the state of the proceedings, the experience 
and views of counsel, the presence of a governmental participant, and the reaction … to the 
proposed settlement.”   

 As indicated in the preliminary approval, the evidence weighs in favor of final approval.  

Since the preliminary approval, notice to the class members has been successful.  Over 1,000 

claims have been received from the 17200 class (no claims process was required for the Breach 

of Contract Class), and there have been no objections.   

The cy pres awards are approved, and are a reasonable method of spending unclaimed 

funds from the 17200 funds, given the difficulty in locating some of the class members. 

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01614 
CASE NAME: EUGENE SPENCER VS. SAFEGUARD PROPERTIES 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR AMENDED JUDGMENT REFLECTING RECEIVER COSTS 
FILED BY SECURITAS SECURITY SERVICES USA INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The moving papers state adequate grounds and there is no opposition.  Granted. 
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 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00352 
CASE NAME: FLORES VS. ALBERT D. SEENO CONSTRUCTION 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SEVER PLAINTIFF THOMAS McGINNIS FROM ACTION 
FILED BY ALBERT D. SEENO CONSTRUCTION CO., LP 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Defendant Albert D. Seeno Construction Co. (ADSCO) moves to sever the trial of 

plaintiff Thomas McGinnis from that of the other plaintiffs in this action.  McGinnis purchased a 

home in the Black Diamond Estates development.  The other plaintiffs purchased a home in the 

Mira Vista development.  ADSCO is the general contractor for one, and Discovery Builders is 

the contractor for another.  Plaintiffs allege that the two contractors are alter egos, that some of 

the involved employees work for both companies, that the two developments are close to each 

other, that a number of the subcontractors are the same for each development, and that many 

of the experts in the trial would be the same. 

Code of Civil Procedure section 1048(b) provides that separate trials may be held “in 

furtherance of convenience or to avoid prejudice, or when separate trial will be conducive to 

expedition and economy[.]”    

Assuming that the development of two separate housing developments is the “same 

transaction or occurrence” under Code of Civil Procedure section 378(a)(1), sufficient to allow 

the matters to be raised in the case, it does not follow that there should be only one trial.  The 

only shared legal theories are those common to essentially any construction defect case.  As to 

the facts, plaintiffs assert generally that each matter involves “stucco, post-tensioned 

foundations, and other issues,” and that some of the plans for the units were similar.  In general, 

however, plaintiffs provide very little evidence that there are common facts to be tried here.   

In 2014, another department of this court allowed an amended complaint under similar 

circumstances.  Whether the claims permissibly can be pleaded in the same case is a different 

issue from whether they should be tried together.    

Even assuming that ADSCO and Discovery Builders, Inc. are alter egos or in some other 

way jointly responsible, it does not follow that a case brought by a different plaintiff, about a 

different home in a different development, ought to be resolved in the same trial.  Given the 

different facts at issue, the Court finds that it would be more expeditious and economical to 

sever the trials.  

Motion granted. 
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00394 
CASE NAME: DILLARD VS FIDELITY NATIONAL 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 2nd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY SUSAN DILLARD, SAMANTHA MENCHACA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Continued by Stipulation of the parties to May 23, 2019 at 9 a.m. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00606 
CASE NAME: FARIA VS. CARRIAGE FUNERAL HOMES 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF CLASS SETTLEMENT 
FILED BY CASSIE FARIA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel is to provide a supplemental declaration addressing the matters raised in this ruling, 

no later than May 23, 2019.  The hearing is continued to May 30, 2019, 9:00 a.m.   

 Legal Standards: 

The primary determination to be made is whether the proposed settlement is “fair, 
reasonable, and adequate,” under Dunk v. Ford Motor Co. (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1794, 1801, 
including “the strength of plaintiffs’ case, the risk, expense, complexity and likely duration of 
further litigation, the risk of maintaining class action status through trial, the amount offered in 
settlement, the extent of discovery completed and the state of the proceedings, the experience 
and views of counsel, the presence of a governmental participant, and the reaction … to the 
proposed settlement.”   

California law provides some general guidance concerning judicial approval of any 
settlement.  First, public policy generally favors settlement.  (Neary v. Regents of University of 
California (1992) 3 Cal.4th 273.)  Nonetheless, the court should not approve an agreement 
contrary to law or public policy.  (Bechtel Corp. v. Superior Court (1973) 33 Cal.App.3d 405, 
412; Timney v. Lin (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 1121, 1127.)  Moreover, “[t]he court cannot surrender 
its duty to see that the judgment to be entered is a just one, nor is the court to act as a mere 
puppet in the matter.”  (California State Auto. Assn. Inter-Ins. Bureau v. Superior Court (1990) 
50 Cal.3d 658, 664.)  As a result, courts have specifically noted that Neary does not always 
apply, because “[w]here the rights of the public are implicated, the additional safeguard of 
judicial review, though more cumbersome to the settlement process, serves a salutatory 
purpose.”  (Consumer Advocacy Group, Inc. v. Kintetsu Enterprises of America, supra, 141 
Cal.App.4th at 63.) 

Class definition: 

The class definition appears to be reasonable for this purpose. 
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Reasonableness of the Damages: 

 The gross settlement amount is $534,000, plus $100 for each additional workweek 

worked by the class members above the estimated 5,345 workweeks.  (In his supplemental 

declaration, counsel states that this amount has now been calculated to be $676,400.)  Counsel 

attests to the settlement negotiations.  Counsel estimates that the settlement amount is 48% of 

the maximum value of damages, based on a calculation made by its expert, “DM&A.”  

(Blumenthal Dec., Par. 6.)  No explanation for this valuation has been provided.   

Absent some analysis of how this estimate was reached, the Court cannot evaluate 

whether the settlement is “fair, reasonable, and adequate.”  Understanding that the current 

motion is for preliminary, not final, approval, the current showing is not adequate even to 

determine whether the settlement is potentially within the range of possible approval.   

PAGA Penalty: 

 There is a small discrepancy in the statement of the amount of a PAGA penalty.  The 

brief and Blumenthal declaration state that the PAGA penalty is $15,000, which will be allocated 

$18,750 to the LWDA and $6,250 to the net settlement amount.  (Memorandum of Points and 

Authorities, 4:10-14; Blumenthal Dec. Par. 22.)  Those numbers don’t add up.  In addition, the 

settlement agreement itself states that the PAGA penalties are $10,000.  (Settlement, Par. 

III.B.3.)  The amount needs to be corrected.  Moreover, further explanation of the amount should 

be provided. 

The settlement indicates that unclaimed funds will be provided to the Department of 

Industrial Relations unclaimed wage fund.  Based on information received from other recent 

settlements, counsel should contact the DIR to ensure that this is still considered a possible way 

of handling unclaimed funds. 

Costs of Administration: 

The payment of no more than $10,000 to ILYM Group, Inc. appears to be reasonable. 

Attorney fees: 

Plaintiffs seek one-third of the total settlement amount as fees, relying on the “common 

fund” theory.  Even a proper common fund-based fee award, however, should be reviewed 

through a lodestar cross-check.  In Lafitte v. Robert Half International (2016) 1 Cal. 5th 480, 503, 

the Supreme Court endorsed the use of a lodestar cross-check as a way to determine whether 

the percentage allocated is reasonable.  It stated:  “If the multiplier calculated by means of a 

lodestar cross-check is extraordinarily high or low, the trial court should consider whether the 

percentage used should be adjusted so as to bring the imputed multiplier within a justifiable 

range, but the court is not necessarily required to make such an adjustment.”  (Id., at 505.)  

Counsel in this case has not provided the information necessary to make such analysis.  

Following typical practice, however, the fee award will not be considered at this time, but only as 
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part of final approval.  For that motion, however, sufficient information to conduct the lodestar 

cross-check shall be provided. 

Plaintiff’s Incentive Payment: 

Cassie Faria, Elizabeth Gonzales, Taneisha Craven, Kirsti Hayes, and Nicholas Gaines 

would receive service payments of $10,000 each.  Avis Walker-Griffin and Mario Garnes would 

receive $7,500.  Counsel has provided only a very general statement justifying the proposed 

$7,500 award.  No information justifying the award has been provided at this time, nor is there 

any explanation of why the contributions of seven different plaintiffs were needed.  Since this is 

only preliminary approval, however, and the representative payments will be approved only at 

the final approval stage, the Court simply advises counsel that further documentation of the 

propriety of these payments will be necessary.   

Other Issues:  

 With the exception of the matters indicated above, the settlement appears to meet the 

criteria for approval. 

 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00695 
CASE NAME: ROBERT PERALTA VS. SHELLPOINT MORTGAGE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
FILED BY ROBERT PERALTA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Vacated at the request of the parties. 

 

 

 


